
18/4/23 MATH 2060 lecture

offunctions

-Sequences of this fu
->f.

- uniform convergence
- facts,then fists.

fuzR[ab], then feR[a,b].
"

- Infinite Series I am, andM.
n
=

1

-Root Tests Ratio test, Companion thus, absolute convergence," "
Want totalk about infinitecries of functions.

f,(x) +f(x) +.. . =f(x)
T

Power Series:an(x-e)".
Def (9.4.1):Let (fu) bea sequence of function, fu:DCR ->R, then

the

sequence of partial sums (Sn) of the infinite series of functions Etn, is definedM

by Sn(X) =
=E,fr(X)., UXED.



· If (sub converges is a functionfanD, then mesay that the infinite
series [fu comeges

to for D.
n=1

I AxeD, k9x8, 7K(2,x)eN,
st, if nx, K, then I(sn(x) - f(x)< 2.

We write f(x) = E,fu(x), f =[fu.
· If Elfu()) comerges

tx CD, then me say Ifu isabsolutely convergentn=

(Snf)
· If so converges uniformly to for D, then wesay Efu is uniformly
convergent to f onD.
FEO, EK=K(2) eN s.t. if hxK, then (sn(x) - f(x)l<8, UxeD.



The12:If each or is continuous onD,FueN,
and If converges uniformly of onD,there is contine onD.

Im43: If each fueRCa,b],FueN, and If converges mifonly tof
onD, then feR[mb) and JPf=E,Sofr.
Interchanging the limit:I !=Et =(r)

The1.4If each - fu:[ab] ->R, neN,

ofexists on [a,b],UneN

· Exo [a,b] s.t. [fu(o) converges.
. Iin' converges uniformly on [a,b]



Then If: [ab] ->R sit.

· Ifa comange informly tofue [m]n
=1

-

~ f'exists and f=E,ful
o (of the3.4.2-9.4.4):apply corresponding result for seances offructions

to the partial suns (su). J,
Tests for UniformConvergence
the19.4.5 (Caucly Criterial:E,fu is uniformly convergentmD if andonly if
UE>0, 7K(2) =N s.t.

if m> nx, K(2), Ifuti(x) +...
+fr(X)/<2, EyeD

PS: Apply Candly Criteria for uniform convergence for sequences offunctions



As(n) (Th8.1. 18):Snf if) FEc0(K(z) eN sit

if mx us, K, 15m(X)-snCxil<a.
*

Ifuti(x) + . .. +fr(x))<3/,
-4.6 (Weierstrass M-test)

If D(fnd)/<Mn tneN, xeD

2) EM is convergent (not necessarily uniformly convergent
Then on is uniformly convergent.
↑:8.2M and E, Mn is convergent implies it is cancly ie.
+ Lu =EM, then 7EUEK(z) eN, s.t. if m> n>, K(a),



Lun-h<E. (Since each Mu3O, Lm2, (n).
I

Mutit... -Mm<E.

By Ifulx) /<Mn, we then have
triangle ineq

Ifnti(x) +.. ..+fr())* Muts+...+Mm<E.

So by the Camely Criteria. Efe converges infoty onD. /,
↳Series

19.4.2 Eifh is a power series centred at CER
if each fulx) =an(x-e)."infinite polynomial"aula-c)"u=D

Ruhi)For simplicity, from now on we willonly talk about the case where



the centre c=0. We are free to dothisbecause setting
y
=x-c (translation), turns any power series centred at a

toa power
series centred at8.
⑪

2) Index from n=8· aux" =auta,x+azx+...

3) Sanx may notbe defined on all of R.e
i) Enix" converges only at x=0. (Exercise,Ratio test).n=3

ii) Ex" converges only for (x)<1. (Geometric series)

ii) E* Comerges for all XR(Pancer series expansionforex).

So we need is determine the seton whichcan converges



Recall (Def3.4.10 & Tim3.4.11):For (n) a bonded sequence,
the limit superior

of (Xn), is defined as:

timsup (n) ==ifSWER:r < xn for finitely many us
= mf3 WER:merfor sufficiently large n].

-k()eN sit, if n>,K(V), then XuPr.
i) If > linsup (Xn), then

xner for sufficiently large n.
is) If walinsupian),then ainfinitely many neN sit. wexh.

D

4.4.8:Let oanx be a power series and

linsup(lault) if (ault) is abonded sequence
0
=3 +0 otherwise.



Then the radius of convergence of sanx" is-
R == (ipia*Pinduda R=+1 if p

=0).
Then the comergence isthe openinterval(R, R).
The14.9 (Candy-Hadamard(m):If Ris the radius of convergence of
Eaux", then Eanx" is S absolutely convergentif

INR

divergent if IXIR.

?
Ruk: No conclusion for IX=R ↳MD
i) Ex: = linsup1=1. => R = 1.

-R R



x=1:Ex=c+it... is dineigent.n=0

x=-1[xx = - 1+1 - 11 ... is divergent.n=3

ii) Ex:R=1. (Exercise)
n
=D

x=1:Ex =1++ 5 ... is divergent
x=-1Ex=-1+2-5t... is convergent.

n=0
⑰

convergent at both x
=1,7.if Ex, R=1

aucly-Hadomard:
case:R=0,+3 leftas an exercise. ⑧

Assume OCR+2. Clearly at x=0, Eamx" converges.



Suppose IXKR. Then 70>) such that I cR.=b.
2=p(x)

=linsup(an(n)(x) =limsup(lan(x1)
7k(,GEN sit, if nasK lault (1 =2.

=>laux")C, Fuz, K.

Since occal, Eah is convergent, so by companion test (3.7.2)
Elaux") converges,

50 Samx" isabigotely convergent.neD

For IkR, WK ) p > is => limsup/lanlt): ix2.
=>lauins it for infinitely may no
->laux")>/ for infinitely many m

*

->anx* -> 8, which implies Examx" dierges./



Rumks:1If limit exists, then R= hinanal.
- Reciprocal of Ratio test.
- Includes (in(a)- +x.

i) Ex", SX, Ex

(a) **** =(*)*-> I am atx.

(n+D2 =>R =1.

2) If we can choose oxc21 independent of (x), then wewould here
inform convergence.
I4.15 Letr betheradiusof convergence of

Sax" and [a,b] c 1-R,R)
D n=0

then aux" is unformlyconvergent on [a,b]. (cbsed
and bounded)

Rush:DR=0 is excluded (-R,R) =(0,0) =0.



2) ER,R could include (-0, 8), hence why menced [ab] closed
and banded,

PS: Since [a,b] <C-R, R) is eased and bonded, 10ce21 sit.
-cRa and bLCR

So Fxe[ab], IXTcR. but now is independent of (x)
Cowly depends on a, b).

By argument above, Ik =K(a,b) =Ns.t. laux"/C", knsk.

Ech is convergent, so by Weierstrass M-testany converges uniformly
Thus4.11:1 The litof a prices series is continous in(-R,R)
2) a power series can be integrated term by term
I Sanx =E Samx)



over any closed banded internal [alby c L-RIR).

PS: 1) Wx= R,R), take all such that xt[ab] < (-R,R)
T

Then on Caib], Eanx" comerges uniformly
and hence is ventionon

Caib], inparticular at x.

2) Similar. (a

im$4.12 (DifferentiationThus
a power

series can be differentiated term by term withinthe interval
of convergence (RR), moever ifR =radius of commergence for

f(x) =Eaux", then

the radioof convergence of Enauxh" is also R and



f(x) =(Eauxn)' =Enauxn" for IKR.

Rush: This isstronger than
the

general
case because we don'trequire uniform

convergence.
P:Since not-> 1, the sequence/manlt is banded ifand only of lawis

banded and warenes

imsup/nanit= timup (nilanli)
=linsup (lan)

so radiusof convergence of hauxh*- radiusof comergenceofanx
-R.

*xeFRR), choose 8<a<RS.t. Ika.
Then consider [-a,a] <C-R, R) is absed banded

-

8e[a,a] s.t. [aux" converges at 1 =0n=8



So Thu 94.10, Thu8.2.3 and (ani' =naux"*byX
Snauxnil-lauxhs' comerges,uniforly on Canal.n=1

G

So by thm 9.4.4. (Eaux) =maux"or [a,a].
SinceIwas arbitrary, we havethe resulton (-R, R)(in

Rum: 1) The 9.4.12 makes no assertionabout 1x1=R

e.g. Enix" converges for k
1

but (Saax)=Exn* comages at x
= -1

dreiges at x=1.

2) Repeated application of the 9.4.12 gives
UkeN, (auxh) (n) =an:anx-h, uy radio of convergence R


